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Over the last 20 years, Urban Design has responded to drastic events 
around terrorism and climate change

The pandemic creates a new opportunity to focus
on individual health and collective flourishing

Karen Blixens Plads – COBE 2020



3Robert Wood Johnson Foundation & Gehl  / Applying the IHP Framework 

Key research questions

How did people use public space during 
covid-19 lockdown and reopening?

And how can results from the crisis 
help qualify the way we plan 
future health proofed and resilient 
Cities?

Covid19.gehlpeople.com
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Method: Collecting public life data 
Local surveyors, 4 cities in Denmark, 9 cities globally (April, May, June) combined with “Big Data”



The pandemic and 
misguided policies risk
ruining quality of life in 
cities while they become
”greener”
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After lockdown

Less

Bike

Walking  

Personal vehicle

Metro

Scooter

Taxi or sharedride

Train

Bus

More

Do you use following form of transport  
more or less?

shared and public transportsystems
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Post COVID, People are more likely to  walk and bike… 

but also drive



Green parties are competing on who can promote more cars



We risk paralyzing our mobility flow and choking our streets with 
“green” vehicles

Not to mention that more cars = more parking structures = more concrete = higher Co2!



Q1.
How might EV 
infrastructure be
combined with 
other mobility
investments to 
improve everyday
life for all?

Guiding Question

Policy

Space

Mobility networks



We will work from home
locally more often and that
will place new demands on the 
character of our
neighborhoods
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During the  
lockdown,  
local meeting  
places thrived-
and they 
continue  to do
so after re-
opening
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Copenhagen –
Sundbyøsterplads –
percent of activity which
is play or exercise



Q2
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to recreational 
green space close to 
their home?

Guiding Question
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We will work locally more
often and that will impact  the 
way we work and how we think
about the ”office”. 

3.



The 10 largest 
cities in America  
have office space 
at 25% of  total
capacity

DRAFT



Before COVID work mostly happened in the same 
location everyday and in employment clusters

Yes, I know a lot 
of work happens 
at cafes

People Live where they 
want, but the location of 
their work is less important



informal 
meetings

daily short 
meetings

project pop up

Deep work 
Strategy 
conference

Smaller hybrid 
office for inspiration 
seeking 

people continue to 
carefully where the 
live

Project pop-up 
deep work sprint

The location of future of work could be more 
tailored to the type of work  



This would demand whole new ways to think about buildings

1.    Buildings changing use

Church

2. Buildings adapting to other functions 
temporarily

3. Buildings with multipurpose functions and no    
dominant program

Community  Centre Restaurant Co-Working Space

Restaurant

Sports Hall

Market

Education Centre



Such as buildings born Multipurpose
1.    Buildings having designated public 
space

2. Buildings could be designed for various 
public uses and schedules

School Yard

School

vs.

Public 
Building

Public Space

Open Flexi 
Space

Outdoor Seating
To Classrooms

Kitchen

Gym
Entry

Exercise Area

Gym Mon- Fri 08.00-15.00 School

Mon- Fri

Sat-Sun

08.00-15.00
15.00- 21.00

08.00-15.00
15.00- 21.00

School
Community Centre/ Dance Hall /Gym

Yoga/ Market/ Cooking Class
Lecture Hall/ Cinema / Gallery

Kitchen

Classrooms

Entry

Schoolyard X



Q3
Is there a need  
for a “4th space”
that is multi-
purpose and 
different from
home,  work, or a
cafe?

Guiding Question

informal 
meetings

daily short 
meetingsproject pop 

up

Deep work 
Strategy 
conference

Smaller hybrid 
office for 
inspiration 
seeking 

people 
continue to 
carefully where 
the live

Project pop-
up deep work 
sprint



Changing food consumption is 
the most impactful way
individuals can take climate
action. 

4.



Shifting urban diets – the Planetary health Diet



How might inviting for the adoption of the Planetary health diet catalyze
global food production

How might the next 
generation of climate 
activists lead the shift?



https://vimeo.com/470601260/2be312bd9e
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Public Space + Food truck 
+ supermarket activities



Assumes the 450 people staying/day, 
eat 1 planetary meal, 145,32  tonnes 
over 6 weeks or 3,46  tonnes per day

Approximately 
1262 tonnes of  
Co2 saved over a 
year



What if we did this across 1000 sites, in 
all of Denmark?

With approximately 267 daily  
users (average between  
Vesterbro and Nørrebro), that eat  
a planetary diet, the reduction  
across all 1000 sites would be...

2 165 tonnes CO2e  
per day

90 946 tonnes CO2e
over 6 weeks

790 361 tonnes  
CO2e over a year

2.370675 Mt
if those same people at
the Planetary Diet for 3  
meals per day

That’s a reduction
between 8-20% of 
our current 
Agriculture GHG 
emissions!!! 



11,000x the cost for only 12x the amount of Co2 reduction

9.8 Million Tonnes of Co2 saved

According to Danish Climate Partnership 
for the Food and Agriculture sector 
through known measures, food 
processing and food waste, new 
technologies

Source: Nielsen, O et al. Denmark’s National 
Inventory Report 2020.

.79 Million Tonnes of Co2 saved

1000 projects around the country where
260 people per day spend time and 
change their food behavior

€343 
billion

€30 
million



Q4
How might we
design the urban 
environment to 
impact our food
consumption
behavior?

Guiding Question



Health Challenges are more 
aligned than ever with the 
climate change agenda
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Gehl is working to design a future where people’s everyday 
behavior contributes to health and climate action



Gehl— Making Cities for PeopleGehl— Cities for people

Large datasets either  
from 1 company, or from  
several companies

Lived experience data  
collected by using Gehl’s  
tool

”Thick data” insights that  
guide Investment and re-

design

FROM BIG DATA TO THICK DATA (EXAMPLE FROM COLLABORATION BETWEEN GOOGLE, GEHL AND CITY OF COPENHAGEN)

+ =1 2 3
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Q4
How might we
limit air pollution 
illness through
behavior change
while reducing
source emissions 
over time?

Guiding Question



Summary 

3. How might we design the urban environment
to impact our food consumption behavior?

4. How might we limit air pollution illness through
behavior change while reducing source emissions 
over time?

2. Is there a need  for a “4th space” that is multi-
purpose and different fromhome,  work, or a cafe?

1. How might Co2 neutral mobility improve
everyday life for all?



Thank you 
for listening
#citiesforpeople

@jeff_risom


